IP(T, Or, n)) = K(r, n)
i.e. i^F(T, (it, n)) is the Eilenberg-MacLane complex of w on level n. Two other functors obtained by the procedure mentioned above will be discussed in [5] .
In an appendix we define for a c.s.s. complex K the c.s.s. free abelian group FAK generated by it. This notion is closely related to the functor H^^T, ). For every c.s.s. complex K Hn(K) « Wn(FAK) n > 0.
There is a natural way of embedding K into FAK. This embedding map /: K^>FAK induces homomorphisms of the homotopy groups of K into the homotopy groups of FAK and hence by the above isomorphism into the homology groups of K. It will be shown that these homomorphisms are the Hurewicz homomorphisms.
The definitions and results of [4] will be used freely.
a(i) ^ a(j) 0 ^ i ^ j ^ m.
Clearly the composition of two monotone functions is again a monotone function and for every integer w^O the identity map e": When no confusion can arise the subscript 2 will be omitted in fts, kj and jitsBy a suitable choice of the category Z and the object SEZy the above functors and natural transformations reduce to well known ones. That every pair of covariant functors S: S-*Z and T: Z->S where S is a left adjoint of T may (up to natural equivalences) be obtained in the above manner can be seen as follows. Consider the identity functor E: 13-->13 as an object of the category 13k. Then the lifted functor H7: 13k, 13-»3Tlr induces a functor HV(E, ): 13-»S(3Ti7 = S). Let 2:13->Z be the composite functor
Then it is readily verified, using the fact that S is a left adjoint of T, that there exists a natural equivalence r: 2P/ ( It should be noted (see [4, Remark 7 .9]) that in the proof of Proposition 4.1 not merely the existence of a direct limit is established but that a procedure is given by which simultaneously for all pairs (11, K), where 11 is a proper category and K: 11->a a covariant functor, an object A and a map k: K-^EjjA can be found such that A =lim* K. is its simplicial singular complex (see [2] ).
is its geometrical realization (by a CW-complex of which the n-cells are in oneto-one correspondence with the nondegenerate simplices of K; (see
The existence of the (natural) equivalence
expresses the fact that for every object AES and XE& there exists a one-toone correspondence between the continuous maps A®2->X and the c.s.s.
maps A->iF(2, X).
is the (natural) embedding of K into the simplicial singular complex of its geometrical realization (see [6] ). Proposition (4.5). For every topological space X pX: B7(Z, X) ® 2-»X is the (natural) map of the geometrical realization of the simplicial singular complex of X onto X (see [6] ). The functors associated with still another choice of an object of Sy will be considered in [5].
6. Chain complexes. Let dg be the category of chain complexes and chain maps.
Proposition
(6.1). The category dg has direct limits.
In order to prove this we need Proposition (6.2). The category g of abelian groups has direct limits.
Proof of Proposition (6.2). Let 11 be a proper category and let A^ll->g be a covariant functor. Let A be the abelian group generated by the pairs (17, x) where Z7E11 is an object and xEKU an element, with the following relations: for every object £7Ell and every two elements x, yEKU (U,x) + (U,y) = (U,x + y) and for every map u: U-^U'E^x and every element xEKU (U, x) = (V, (Ku)x).
It follows from the first kind of relations that for every object UE^x the function ku-KU-*A given by kux=(U, x) is a homomorphism. Straightforward computation now yields that A = limjt K where the map k: K->EVA is given by kU' -ku for every object i/'Ell.
Proof of Proposition (6.1). Let Z be the category of which the objects are the integers and which contains one map m-*n for each pair of integers (m, n) with mf^n. It then follows from Proposition (6.2) and [4] , Corollary (12.2) that the category g2 has direct limits. Clearly dg may be considered as a full subcategory of gz and dQd as a full subcategory of gf. It is easily seen that a functor lim<j: gf -»gz maps any object of dQd into dg. Hence the category dg has direct limits.
Define an object TGdgK by
where Cy: S-n)g is the normalized chain functor (see [2] ). Of the two adjoint functors associated with T one, 8P, is, up to a natural equivalence, the normalized chain functor Cn; the other functor 27T(r, ), will be investigated in the remainder of this paper. 7. Some definitions and lemmas. We shall now state several definitions and lemmas which will be needed in the sequel. For proofs, see [7] . The sum c+6 of the classes a and & then is defined as the class of the re-simplex pe1. It can be shown that irn(K; <j>) so defined is a group and is independent of the different choices made in its definition. Definition (7.5). Let 3C be the category of groups and homomorphisms. The objects of the category 3C7 will be called c.s.s. groups and the maps of The following results are due to J. C. Moore, (see [7] ).
Lemma (7.6). Every c.s.s. group satisfies the extension condition.
Let G be a c.s.s. group. For each integer w^O define a subgroup GnEG [n] by n Gn = H kernel Gt'.
i-l
Then aEGn+i implies at°EGn. Define a homomorphism rj"+i: Gn+i->Gn by r5"+i<r = o-e°, i.e. dn+i = Ge°\ G"+i. For each integer n<0 let Gn=l and let dn+i: Gn+i-^Gn be the trivial homomorphism.
It may be shown that for all n image dn+i is a normal subgroup of kernel dn, i.e. G= {Gn, dn\ is a (not necessary abelian) chain complex. Its homology groups are H"(G) = kernel h J image dn+i.
Let G be a c.s.s. group and let eEG[0] be the identity. The homotopy group ir"(G; e) will often be denoted by irn(G). The group structure of G[o] induces a group structure in t0(G) =tto(G; e), the set of the components of G and we have Lemma (7.7). irn(G)=Hn(G) for each integer w^O. Roughly speaking, the functor HV(T, ) sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the objects and maps of dg° and those of g7. An exact formulation of both halves of this statement is given in the following two theorems, in which E denotes the identity functor. i.e. the function a: G-*A is a chain map. It also follows that cr is completely determined by a(CN*n)EAn. Hence a: G->A is an isomorphism. Naturality is easily verified. The proof of Theorem (8.2) will be given in §11. 9. The A(7r, re). Let w be an abelian group and let re be an integer 5:0. Denote by (w, n) the chain complex with ir in dimension re and 0 in the others.
(9.1). HV(T, (it, n))=K(ir, re), the Eilenberg-MacLane complex of ir on level re (see [l ] ).
Proof. A 5-simplex of A(7r, re) is an element of Zn(A [q], it), i.e. a chain map r[g]->(x, re) and hence a g-simplex of HV(T, (tt, re)) and conversely.
It is readily verified that this one-to-one correspondence commutes with all operators a.
Combination of Proposition (9.1) with Lemma (7.7) yields Corollary (9.2). 7r"(A(x, re)) = v; iri(K(ir, re)) =0 for i^n. 
